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ABSTRACT 
Given a square matrix A of order n, let a sequence of numbers pl, p,, . , and a 
sequence of matrices B,, B,, . be obtained by the recursive algorithm 
B” = I, $J j = j-l trace(ABj_l), Bj = ABj_, - pjI 
Then, it is well known that the characteristic polynomial of A is 
c(t) = tn - pltn-l _ p&n-2 _ . . . - P,. 
Let Y denote the smallest integer such that B, = 0 (a null matrix), let s denote the 
largest integer such that p,? # 0, and let k = Y - s. Then, the Drazin pseudoinverse 
of A is given by 
X = &-“-‘A”&+;. 
If A is nonsingular, k = 0, s = n, and this formula reduces to the well known result 
A-’ = p,lBn_l. 
Souriau [9] and Frame [7] have given a well known algorithm for 
obtaining simultaneously the characteristic polynomial and the inverse of a 
nonsingular matrix. Penrose [8] and Decell [l] have adapted the method 
to the calculation of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a Hermitian matrix. 
Forsythe and Straus [6] have found the algorithm to have undesirable 
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numerical properties for computer use. Nevertheless, it appears to be useful 
when both the inverse and the characteristic polynomial are desired [3] and 
the matrix is reasonably well conditioned. This is especially true of hand 
calculations with small matrices (for example, if the elements are integers 
and the calculations are exact). 
In any event, it is at least of some theoretical interest to note that 
what this algorithm actually produces is the Drazin pseudoinverse [Z], 
and it yields other generalized inverses only when these coincide with 
the Drazin pseudoinverse, as is the case when the matrix is nonsingular 
or normal. This is not surprising, since the algorithm necessarily yields 
a polynomial in the original matrix, and the Drazin pseudoinverse of a 
square matrix A is the only generalized inverse of A that is, in every case, 
expressible as a polynomial in A. 
Let A be an arbitrary square matrix of order n, and let a sequence of 
numbers pi, $a,. . . , and a sequence of matrices B,, B,, . . . be obtained by 
the recursive algorithm : 
B, = I,, pj = i-l trace(A Bj_l), B, = AB+, - $,I,. (1) 
Then, 
Bj = Aj _ @J-l _ ~~Aj-2 _. . . _ PJ,, (2) 
and it can be shown (see [5], pp. 260-261) that the characteristic polynomial 
of A is 
c(t) = tn - pp-1 - pet+2 - . . . - p,. (3) 
It follows from Eqs. (2) and (3) and the Cayley-Hamilton theorem that 
B, = 0, where 0 denotes a null matrix. Let Y denote the smallest integer 
such that B, = 0. Then, it is clear from (1) that B, = 0 for all I > Y, 
and also p, = 0 for all I > 7. Let s denote the largest integer such that 
p, # 0. Then, it follows from the last equation of (1) that 
B s+h = AhB, (12 = 0, 1,. . .). (4) 
For a given square matrix A, the Drazin pseudoinverse [Z] is the 
unique X satisfying the three conditions: 
AX = XA (5) 
AX2 = X (6) 
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for some nonnegative integer k. 
Let k = Y - s. Then, it follows from Eq. (4) and the last equation of 
(1) that 
A”(@, - A?_,) = 0. (8) 
By Eq. (2), B,_, is a polynomial in A. Let 
q(A) = ps-lB+l. (9) 
We shall show that 
x = A”[q(A)]“‘1 (10) 
satisfies Eqs. (5), (6), and (7). 
It is immediate that (5) is satisfied. Now, (8) and (9) give 
A”+lq(A) = A”. 
By successive substitution of (ll), it is easily verified that 
AX2 = /l2”+r[q(A)]2”+2 = A”[q(A)]“+l = X, 
x/jk+l = /$2k+l[q(A)]"+l = Ak, 
(11) 
Therefore, Eq. (10) gives the Drazin pseudoinverse. Substitution of Eq. (9) 
gives 
X = $qk-lAkB;f,l = ps-k-l(AB,_,)kB,_,. (12) 
If A is nonsingular, K = 0, s = n, and (12) becomes the well known result 
A-l = ~5~-lB,_~. 
If k = 1, X is the group inverse A” [4], and we have 
A# = J~~-~AB,~_~. 
Included in the class of matrices for which k = 1 are the range-Hermitian 
matrices (i.e., A and its conjugate transpose have the same range; some 
writers call them EP, matrices). For this class, the group inverse and the 
Moore-Penrose inverse coincide. The normal matrices are a subclass of the 
range-Hermitian matrices. 
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